ABSTRACT
The Stroke is a neurological disorder that disables more adults. The breathing, posture and swallowing have a direct relationship in this disease, thus requiring a multidisciplinary approach. The goal of this study was to conduct a clinical evaluation integrated to analyze the relationship between these disorders. This case is a female patient aged 37 with six years of diagnosis of ischemic stroke with right hemiparesis complete predominantly crural, hypertension, dysphagia and dysarthrophonia. In history, reported symptoms related to dyspnea, pain in the lumbar spine, the presence of coughing and choking and drooling to food, especially during the speech. The patient has scoliosis, thoracic kyphosis and abdominal weakness. The evaluation showed a respiratory expiratory force below the expected range. The peak cough flow is lower than expected, demonstrating not have the strength to cough. The research revealed changes in speech increased time to eat, need to drink to help swallow solid food before any leaks, the need for multiple swallows due to the sense of stasis in laryngeal- pharyngeal cavity and decreased taste and thick and viscous saliva. Using physical and speech therapy evaluations, we concluded that a patient with stroke in chronic respiratory presents alterations that may prevent it from effectively protecting the lower airways, which, added to postural changes and swallowing show the importance of integrated assessment for future therapeutic interventions more effective.
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INTRODUCTION

Stroke is the most frequent cephalic vascular condition, whose most common type is the ischemic type\(^1\). Changes in the circulatory system are very relevant in the morbidity and mortality rates of the country, in which cerebrovascular conditions stand out. This condition particularly represents the third leading cause of death in industrialized countries, the first leading cause of disability of adults\(^2\), and, in Brazil, the first leading cause of death of adults. It is considered the most physically disabling condition\(^1,3\) and has great impact on costs of diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation\(^4\).

The motor deficits in this condition result from damage to superior motor neurons that control muscles and, along with respiratory muscles, help enable movements of the trunk\(^5,6\).

Thus, respiratory disorders may promote significant sensorial, postural, motor and occupational changes. The shortening of inspiratory muscles reduces the elasticity and expansibility of the chest cavity. Although these muscles must contract, their motor activities are marked by frailty. Several factors may change this pattern, such as the amount of secretion, presence of bronchospasm, emotional and behavioral aspects, weight reduction and poor postures\(^7\), such as scoliosis. Therefore, they may interfere both in posture and breathing.

Neurogenic dysphagia includes changes in the swallowing function, resulting from a neurological disease with symptoms and complications deriving from sensory and motor impairment of the muscles involved in swallowing. Among these neurological disorders, stroke seems to be the most common cause of dysphagia\(^8\).

Assessment of the oropharyngeal dysphagia and the implementation of prophylactic and therapeutic measures among patients seem to be capable of reducing the rate of clinical complications associated with these changes\(^8\). This assessment can be conducted by different methods. There is no consensus about the best non-invasive clinical investigation standard, except that it should have a high level of sensitivity for identification of aspiration and it should be safe for the patient\(^9\).

Breathing and swallowing are highly coordinated processes using the same physiological structures. Changes in both processes have been recorded after stroke, among which the increased risk of aspiration when eating is of striking relevance\(^11\). In respect to posture, it is known that a great part of the problems related to oral functions occurs because of inappropriate body posture\(^12\).

Integrated physical and phonoaudiological evaluations are extremely important to allow a more thoroughly detailed investigation of posture, breathing and swallowing, leading to a more complete and integrated diagnosis, and thus enabling an interdisciplinary therapeutic approach.

The purpose of this study was to conduct an integrated clinical evaluation of the relationship between these dysfunctions.

METHOD

We report the case of a female patient, duly enrolled in the Neurovascular Diseases Center of Unifesp – Universidade Federal de São Paulo, where she undergoes periodical neurological follow-up.

Physical therapy procedures included assessment of the heart rate, breathing rate and blood pressure, in addition to assessment of chest mobility by means of palpation and measurement of chest perimeters (axillary and xyphoid process).

The quantitative postural evaluation used the SAPO\(^13\) protocol, which is a Postural Evaluation Software, and the respective scoring. The test required a personal computer with Windows XP and a Mitsuca DS 5071BR digital camera, 5.0 megapixels, model DSCS85. The camera was placed on a stand, 0.75 cm above and parallel to the floor, 2.35 m away from the patient. A piece of black card stock and a silver marker were used to indicate positioning of the feet and allow that the same support basis be used in all pictures. For the first picture, the plumb line had 1 m and 0.40 cm references and 25 mm body marks for calibration of the images. The patient was asked to walk on the same place and then stop as comfortably as possible. Pictures were taken from the anterior, right lateral, left lateral and posterior view, and later analyzed by the system.

The respiratory evaluation included measurement of the Maximal Inspiratory Pressure (PiMax)\(^14\) and Maximal Expiratory Pressure (PeMax)\(^14\), using a Imebas – 150 manovacuometer, as well as the Vital Capacity (V.C.)\(^15\), using the Ferraris Wright MK8 ventilometer, and the Peak Cough Flow (P.C.F.)\(^15\), using the Peak Flow Harlow Aimed CM 20 2 TT.

The BERG\(^12\) scale was used to assess balance changes, and the cognitive evaluation included the Mini-Mental Estate Exam (MMEE)\(^16\) and the clock test\(^17\).

Phonoaudiological analysis procedures were conducted based on the Phonoaudiological Investigation Protocol of the Neuromuscular Disorders Investigation Center of UNIFESP\(^18\), involving phonoaudiological history and clinical evaluation of stomatognathic system muscles, as...
well as voice, speech, chewing and swallowing functions.

The eating test was conducted in four stages: saliva, thin liquids, thick liquids and solids. The thin (water) and thick (yogurt) liquids were administered in amounts of 1, 3, 5 and 10 ml in a disposable syringe; the solid was a day-old French roll, as per the Phonoaudiological Investigation Protocol of the Neuromuscular Disorders Center of UNIFESP.

This research study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Universidade Federal de São Paulo / Hospital São Paulo under record number 1831/09. The purposes of the study were communicated to the patient and caretaker through reading of the Informed Consent Form, which was signed after the patient accepted to take part in this study.

After collection of the aforementioned data, a descriptive analysis and discussion were conducted.

CASE INTRODUCTION

Patient L.S.L, 37, female, housewife, basic education incomplete, with medical diagnosis of Ischemic Stroke in the left hemisphere and physical diagnosis of complete espastic hemiparesis, right-sided, disproportional, with crural predominance, after two ischemic events of cardioembolic origin. The first was in 2001 with incomplete espastic hemiparesis, right-sided, disproportional, with crural predominance, and the second in 2002, with involvement of the right face.

In her physical and phonoaudiological history, the patient reported symptoms including dyspnea, lumbar pain, coughing and choking on food, difficulty articulating speech sounds and excessive saliva, mainly during speech; previous conditions included systemic arterial hypertension (SAH). She denied any vertigo, smoking, drinking and other addictions.

The initial evaluation showed scoliosis, thoracic hyperkyphosis and weakness of abdominal muscles, hemiparetic gait, no assistive gait device and incapacity to perform triple flexion (hip, knee and dorsiﬂexion), facial asymmetry with predominantly right-sided laxity, absent teeth on both dental arches, presence of fur over the tongue surface and signs of right-sided atrophy of the tongue, breathy vocal quality and imprecise articulation of speech sounds.

RESULTS

The physical clinical investigation detected: elastic hypertonia, weakness of abdominal muscles and globally on the hemiparetic side, and gait present without any assistive gait device.

The balance test using the BERG scale was satisfactory, and a score of 55 out of 56 was obtained. The only diﬃculty observed was for criterion “reaching forward with arms extended”, for which displacement of the gravity center was required.

Cognitive evaluation through the MMEE and the clock test demonstrated a signiﬁcant cognitive deﬁcit, which may have hindered understanding of some tests; the patient, however, has good recent memory and object naming capacity. In the MMEE criteria for orientation, the patient scored 2 out of 10; for attention and calculation, 0 out of 5; in language evaluation, 6 out of 9; and for the clock evaluation, she scored one, being able to draw only the outer circle of the clock.

SAPO provides results after analyzing images entered in the four-view system, as per Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4. We observed that the patient has anteriorization of the head, elevation of the left shoulder, ﬂexion of the trunk, elevation of the right anterosuperior iliac spine, antepulsion, pelvic anteversion and scoliosis with left-sided convexity. The clock generated also provided information on the projection of the center of gravity (C.G.), with observation of considerable frontal displacement of the C.G and weight bearing slightly shifted to the left hemibody (Figures 1 to 4).
Images analyzed by SAPO

Figure 1 – Anterior View

Figure 2 – Posterior View

Figure 3 – Right Lateral View

Figure 4 – Left Lateral View
On the respiratory evaluation, the patient did not have any discomfort that could hinder the progress of the study. The respiratory evaluation indicated good strength of respiratory muscles, with PImax=80 CmH2O, and lower limit at –77.94 CmH2O; expiratory force, however, was below the lower limit of 75.02 CmH2O, with PeMax =70 CmH2O. The P.C.F. was 200, which was below expected, i.e. the patient did not have enough strength to cough. The V.C. was 1.5 L, using just 47% of the expected capacity.

The phonoaudiological investigation revealed the following changes related to dysphagia: increased time to eat, the need to drink to help swallow solid and dry foods, occasional anterior food loss, the need for multiple swallows due to sensation of stasis in the laryngeal-pharyngeal cavity, decreased taste function, and increased saliva thickness and viscosity.

Evaluation of the stomatognathic system showed facial asymmetry at rest and motion, with more pronounced laxity of the right face. In respect to occlusion: absence of dental elements on the inferior (1st left molar, right canine, 1st and 3rd right molars) and the superior arch (left premolar and 1st molar, and right premolar, 1st and 2nd molar).

The lip was more horizontalized on the right face when smiling, and lip puckering showed higher strength on the left face, with grade 1 muscle strength (mild). The tongue surface is moderately covered with fur and the tip is shifted to the left; patient shows fatigue during performance of isotonic movements and there are signs of atrophy on the right side, with grade 1 (mild) muscle strength. Buccinators show grade 1 muscle strength (mild) on the left side and grade 2 (moderate) on the right side.

Analysis of the chewing function showed deficient pattern, with right-sided unilateral mastication (despite the lower strength on this side), reduced range, incomplete and slow rotatory movement, with normal cutting of the food and no changes in the chewing-swallowing coordination.

Swallowing was rated as normal for saliva and thin liquids, in the amounts of 1, 3 and 5 ml. The offer of 10 ml of liquid resulted in mildly wet voice, with no episodes of coughing or choking. For thick liquids (yogurt), there was residue on the hard and soft palate, vestibule and dorsal tongue with the amounts of 5 and 10 ml, which had not been removed by the third swallow. For solids (day-old French roll), a large amount of residue was still observed, even after the fourth swallow. The chewing-swallowing coordination was normal.

The voice quality was breathy (grade 2) and shaky (grade 1), with low maximal times for the respective age and gender (/a/ = 9 seconds (mean); /u/ = 4 seconds and /u/ = 5 seconds); during emission, there was instability (mild to moderate), mild asthenia, sonority breaks, decreased volume and intensity (moderate) and mild use of reserve air volume. Pitch was normal, loudness was reduced and resonance showed excessive use of the larynx. On the vocal resistance test, vocal quality, breathing dynamics and intensity were not sustained, and the patient abandoned before completion.

Speech showed decreased velocity; changes in prosody, with the use of short sentences and reduced emphasis; and highly impaired articulation, creating stressed phonemic distortion due to the type of articulation. Patient showed dysarthric speech with changes in pattern, articulation and prosody. There were no signs related to oral or verbal dyspraxia.

**DISCUSSION**

The patient presented with good body balance in this study. Body alignment and postural changes affect the positioning of the center of gravity, as demonstrated in this case, in which the patient does not bear weight on the affected side.

Postural assessment was based on digital photogrammetry, which is an alternative to the quantitative evaluation of postural asymmetries; a study with four hemiparetic patients was effective for such evaluation.

The shoulder asymmetry observed in this study was caused by decreased motion, which resulted in weakening of the rhomboid muscles, the trapezius and the scalene muscles, consequently leading to shortening of the anterior chain with loss of trunk control, particularly for muscles involved in flexion, rotation and lateral flexion.

On this count, optimal respiratory capacity is dependent on good posture and muscle balance. Imbalance may result from weakness or palsy, and it may affect the volumes and pressures obtained and sustained. Abdominal muscles, when too weakened or protruded, are not capable of generating maximal expiratory pressures. Weakening of erector spinae muscles and the medium and inferior trapezius interferes with rectification of the upper spine, thus affecting elevation and expansion of the chest and maximization of lung capacity.

A research study on posture has shown there is no relationship between postural control and alignment in young and healthy adults. However, these adjustments interfere with the mode and pace of breathing, thus affecting coordination with other functions of the stomatognathic system. There is a relationship between global postural control and oral structures; therefore, there is a reciprocal effect between body posture and oral structures.
When eating, patient reports choking on food and stasis in the laryngopharyngeal region, which is commonly seen in these subjects\(^\text{26}\), and also describes the use of several tactics, such as repeatedly swallowing saliva or liquids and even changing positions of the head and body\(^\text{27}\). However, the site of discomfort indicated by the subject is not always directly related with the anatomical segment responsible for difficulty swallowing\(^\text{28}\), particularly when the patient has cognitive deficit, as shown in the tracking tests applied. Stroke can compromise cognitive functions involving processes related with knowledge, understanding, learning, thinking, and language, including perception and judgment\(^\text{29}\).

The subject in this study had missing teeth in both dental arches, which may lead to difficulty chewing and swallowing. A study conducted in 2004\(^\text{30}\) verified that subjects with tooth loss were 2.7 times more likely to report onset of difficulty chewing than those without this condition. Such difficulty may interfere with selection of foods based on consistency. Therefore, there is an association between food selection and chewing capacity\(^\text{31}\).

These changes in swallowing may result from ineffective chewing; swallowing larger and drier fragments requires more effort, and this may change the posture of the head and the work of the muscles involved\(^\text{32}\).

There was also formation of tongue fur, a build-up of bacteria resulting from decreased production of saliva, or epithelial cells of the oral mucosa desquamating above normal (or physiological) limits, or both. Reduced saliva production is compatible with the increase in salivary thickness and viscosity reported by the patient\(^\text{33}\).

The structural and functional evaluation detected reduced oral muscle strength, particularly on the right side, and buildup of food in the oral cavity after four swallows. The presence of these clinical signs is in line with research studies showing that the presence of cortical, subcortical and/or brain stem injuries may lead to weakening of the oropharyngeal muscles, thus resulting in motor incoordination and lack of sensitivity in the oral and pharyngeal regions upon ingestion of foods and liquids\(^\text{34,35}\).

Other clinical characteristics such as the presence of “wet voice” and changes in vocal quality have been described in literature about subjects with altered swallowing function\(^\text{36,37}\). The vocal sign is an important indicator of penetration and/or aspiration, which may be related to the change in breathing, posture and breathing-swallowing coordination, thus corroborating the importance of an integrated approach for the breathing, posture, swallowing and speech mechanisms.

The patient had clinical vocal signs compatible with those commonly seen in literature about dysphagic patients. Breathy vocal quality (grade 2) was observed, as well as mild asthenia and reduced loudness, which may be related to incomplete closing of the vocal folds\(^\text{38}\) or the presence food blocking the airways\(^\text{39}\).

“Wet voice” was also observed after swallowing of liquids, indicating the presence of secretion in the laryngeal vestibule or the piriform recess, as well as changes in sound signals during the emission test\(^\text{37}\).

Therefore, the physical and phonoaudiological evaluations demonstrated the presence of changes in posture, breathing and swallowing in a subject diagnosed with chronic-stage stroke, and that these changes are correlated, since the systems involved require practically the same exact structures to function.

However, there is no literature about the implementation of such integrated approaches for determination of a more thorough and appropriate rehabilitation process for patients, which highlights the need for further studies on this subject.

**CONCLUSION**

In this case report, the physical and phonoaudiological evaluations enabled observation of the relationship of breathing, posture and swallowing in a chronic-stage post-stroke subject. The relationship observed allows for determination of a cross-professional rehabilitation process which can provide better results in the future.
RESUMO

O Acidente Vascular Cerebral (AVC) é a doença neurológica que mais incapacita os adultos. A respiração, a postura e a deglutição possuem uma relação direta nesta doença, necessitando assim de uma intervenção multidisciplinar. O objetivo do presente estudo foi realizar uma avaliação clínica integrada para analisar a relação entre estas disfunções. Trata-se de uma paciente do sexo feminino com 37 anos, com seis anos de diagnóstico de AVC isquêmico com hemiparesia completa à direita de predominio crural, hipertensão arterial sistêmica, disfagia e disartrofonia. Na anamnese, relatou sintomas referentes à dispnéia, dores na coluna lombar, presença de tosse e engasgos à alimentação e escape anterior de saliva, principalmente durante a fala. A paciente apresenta escoliose, hiperexcitabilidade e fraqueza dos músculos abdominais. A avaliação respiratória evidenciou uma força expiratória abaixo do limite esperado. O pico de fluxo da tosse está abaixo do esperado, demonstrando não possuir força para tossir. A investigação fonoaudiológica evidenciou alterações no tempo aumentado para se alimentar, necessidade de ingerir líquidos para ajudar na deglutição de sólidos, eventuais escapes anteriores de alimento, necessidade de deglutições múltiplas devido à sensação de estase em cavidade laringo-faríngea e diminuição do paladar, bem como saliva grossa e viscosa. Utilizando-se das avaliações fisioterápicas e fonoaudiológicas, foi possível concluir que uma paciente com AVC na fase crônica apresenta alterações respiratórias que podem impedi-la de proteger com eficiência as vias aéreas inferiores, o que, somado às alterações posturais e na deglutição, demonstram a importância da avaliação integrada para futuras intervenções terapêuticas mais eficazes.
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